
 
Area Committee Quarterly Report Form 

 

Name:  Bob Jarmick  
Position: Area 72 AA Sound Appointed Trusted Servant  
District number:  (Home Group PTP (Practice These Principles) Seattle D40) 
 
Accomplishments from the past quarters. [Experiences from your District or 
committee you are proud of or that were particularly inspirational to you.] 
 
Thanks for the privilege of being your 2019/20 Grateful Recovering Alcoholic 
Sound Guy!  
 
Inspirational – traveling all up and down Western Washington providing the 
sound system including  for the Quarterlies, Pre-Conferences, Pre-Assemblies GSR 
School, etc.  Feeling like I have instant  friendships all over.   Inspired by the AA 
members active at all levels :   group district area region.  
 
Making friends and connections at the Pacific Northwest Conference in Portland. 
Feeling very reassured and proud, dumb, and humble about being an active 
trusted servant in this almost 85 year old AA movement of ours.  
 
It takes a village:  Thankful for all the help; special shout out to  Tim and Thom 
(Eddy, Aaron, Makena Mark, Steve…all our elected and trusted servants, past 
delegates) and the informal very helpful ad hoc volunteer sound crews (you’re a 
member if you say you are and start helping!) that spontaneously form at the 
many meeting locations. Thanks to the many loving  humble and wise Sherpas 
and Schleppers! You know who you all are!  
 
Area Panel (special thanks to our past Delegate Astri!) gave me the assignment to 
talk about “microphone etiquette” which includes the following:   AA is a spiritual 
program, and therefore Area 72 is a spiritual area.  Where Sound and Spirit Meet: 
Have your higher power with you at all times including at the microphone! 
Express yourself humbly, wisely, shortly, and sweetly.  If we do this well , God will 
be expressing him/herself well in our group conscience! Listen and learn.  Words 
are silver, silence is golden.  
 



Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with. [Including any 
solutions you have found or are considering and whether you would like to hear 
the solutions others have found to similar problems.] 
 
Possible ways to describe some of  my Area Sound experience:  “Steep Learning 
Curve”,  “Trial by Fire”  Even a minor fender bender accident on the way back 
from one of the pre-assemblies.    “Adventures”, “lessons learned”, and getting to 
“experience, strength and hope” might be other ways to describe.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next 
quarter. 
 
Sound,  
Our purpose: 
 
Ease of hearing, communicating, understanding the spirit of AA’s group 
conscience in Area 72 Western Washington in English and other languages 
including Spanish.  
 
Ease of recording and documenting our past and present spiritual group 
conscience.  
 
How are we doing? 
 
We have an active hopefully humble and wise appointed Sound trusted servant. 
And an informal sometimes ad hoc sound crew.  
 



We have state of the art well maintained  sound equipment , including the mikes 
and receivers and mixers and translation and recording equipment.  
 
Future Questions:  
 
How can we improve safety  around the sound equipment – e.g. heavy speakers 
that could topple, cords causing trip hazards, etc?  
 
How can we better attract sound crew members and future Area Sound trusted 
servants to appoint in 2021 and beyond.  
 
How can we improve the equipment and sound quality.  E.g. improving the sound 
quality  translation equipment and system?  
 
How can we better integrate area Sound with other  trusted servant roles (web 
chair and webmaster, language, AV equipment, other technologies)  ?  
 
Can we continue to develop a good useful detailed comprehensive Area 72 Sound 
Manual? 


